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Following a slide presentation and com
mentaires during the seminar itself in 
Dakar, the ADAUA group (Association 
for the Development of Traditional 
African Urbanism and Architecture) aided 
the Award in organizing a visit to one of 
their numerous projects in West Africa, 
the housing for rural immigrants to Rosso, 
in Mauritania. 

ADAUA, whose projects have been 
recently published extensively (Mimar, 
Architecture in Development, n07, 1983; 
Techniques etArchitecture, Jan. 1983), has 
been active as a multi-national group since 
1974 primarily in the realm of assisted 
self-help building techniques. Other 
sectors of activity involve workshops for 
testing materials and different structural 
systems, training of future builders, and 
even the undertaking of baseline socio
logical surveys prior to initiating a develop
ment programme. 

The Mauritanian operation which partici
pants were able to visit contained a vast 
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cross-section of ADAUA concerns and 
objectives that could be seen and 
evaluated on the spot. For example, the 
ADAUA group has consistently tried to 
relate the habitat to culture and to techni
cal training in some form or another. 
Initially, a project such as that at Rosso 
creates employment on the building site, 
but it is essential to go one step further and 
to organize the newly-formed masons or 
craftsmen into micro-cooperatives so that 
they can subsequently market their know
how elsewhere. Secondly, in countries 
such as Mauritania where wood and iron 
are lacking, concerted attempts are made 
to develop alternatives for roofing, such as 
vaults or domes. Working with stabilised 
earth as a material, or lime plaster, reduces 
costs enormously and encourages local 
production, as opposed to importing basic 
construction materials. Authorities in 
Mauritania claim that costs have been 
lowered from 25,000 to 3,500 ouguiyas per 
square meter as a result of this choice in 
favor of local materials. Finally, the 

ADAUA proposes that the population for 
whom housing and services are intended 
participate in resolving the problems with 
the aid of outside technicians, African or 
non-African. This entails meetings and 
discussions at all levels, but also the actual 
development of managerial skills among 
the local authorities responsible for imple
menting a given project. 

Apart from the formal architectural 
choices implemented in Rosso, the pro
gramme is noteworthy for the degree to 
which self-financing has been put into 
operation. By insisting upon locally pro
duced materials and local labour , the 
financial subsidies being attributed to 
families in order to provide themselves 
with shelter stays within the community. 
Through the confidence created among the 
populations by this approach to building, 
ADAUA and the local authorities hope to 
branch into other areas of development as 
well, such as health care, agriculture, and 
education. 

General view of neighborhood in Rosso, Mawitania, where the ADA UA group has introduced innovative masonry building techniques for 
low-cost housing 

Photo B. TaylO/ 



Typical housing unit plOposed by ADA VA in 
Rosso, with masonry dome roofing Open 
air-shelter next to it is used for cooking and social 
activities in hot weather 

Photo B Taylor 

Plan and 5ection of the first prototype built by 
ADA VA It consists of two lOoms covered by a 
vault and a dome respectively and is a copy of the 
houses in New Gallina, Egypt 

Dlawings courtesy of ADAVA 
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Twelve demonstration units built by the ADA VA group in Rosso, now utilized as office and housing 
{Of team members 

Photo B Taylor 

The drawings show the stages of constlUction of one of the 12 demonstration units They show how 
rooms of various dimensions and different roo{structwes can be integrated into one unit 

Drawings courtesy of ADA VA 
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Partial view of the neighborhood being developed with masonry construction for housing to replace wooden alld corrugated iron shanties 
Rosso, Mauritania 

Photo' B Taylor 
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View of a typical street in the lleighbOl hood development directed by 
ADAUA Rosso, Mauritania 

Typical housing ill Rosso neighbOlhood, lVhoe a traditional veranda has 
been added to the OIigillal construction 

Photo C. LittlelAga Khan Awards Photo B. Taylor 
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Most lecent type of housing unit introduced by ADA VA in Rosso employs a hyperbolic-paraboloid 
roof composed of wooden beams and rush matting which supports a cast in-situ cement roof 

Photo B TaylO/ 

House-type with hYPe/bolic-paraboloid /Oof has an enclosed courtyard with all open-sided, temporary 
structllle for domestic actil'ities during the hottest weather 

Photo B Taylor 
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Interior view of an ADA VA-sponsored dwelling 
showing the brick construction technique for 
dome roofs 

Photo C Little/Aga Khan Awards. 

Detail of brickwork employed to create sC/eening 
against sunlight in the ADA VA project, Rosso, 
Mauritania 

Photo C Liule/Aga Khan Awards 


